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At the end of the Ottoman Empire, many 
community leaders and individuals within 
those communities were faced with “critical 
choices” that often determined the fate of the 
particular group to which they belonged.1 
Having witnessed what had transpired in the 
chaos of World War I, people realized that 
making the wrong choices could harm their 
standing at best, or destroy their communities 
at worst. The deportation and subsequent 
elimination of vast numbers of Armenians 
and members of other communities during 
the war served as distressing evidence of 
this. In making these choices, people had to 
weigh past loyalties against new realities, and 
the apparent situation at present against what 
might come to pass in the future. 
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Paris Peace Conference and represented American President Woodrow Wilson’s attempt 
to interject his ideals into the post-war settlement of Ottoman lands. Originally planned 
DV�D�JUDQGHU�³,QWHU�$OOLHG´�IDFW�¿QGLQJ�PLVVLRQ��WKH�.LQJ�&UDQH�&RPPLVVLRQ�ZDV�PDGH�
up solely of Americans after the French, British, and Italians declined to send delegates. 
Their mission was to gauge the political aspirations of former Ottoman subjects in order 
WR�LQIRUP�WKH�3DULV�3HDFH�&RQIHUHQFH¶V�¿QDO�GHFLVLRQV�DERXW�WKH�UHJLRQ��7KH�GLYLVLRQ�RI�
Greater Syria, representing perhaps the most sensitive topic among the Allies, wound 
up being their main focus. With the arrival of the King-Crane Commission in Greater 
Syria (June 1919), individuals and groups in the region had to decide which political 
stance they would take before the Americans. The issues on which they were forced to 
form opinions included whether the Arabic-speaking Ottoman lands should form one 
new country or several, whether or not they would ask for independence or help from 
a mandatory power, and whether or not Zionism should move forward in any form. 
In sum, the commission made Greater Syria, with its already charged atmosphere, a 
SROLWLFDO�PLQH¿HOG�IRU�LWV�LQKDELWDQWV�DW�WKLV�PRPHQW�

One particularly pertinent example of this came in the testimony of the region’s Jewish 
communal leaders in front of the King-Crane Commission. In 1919, many of Greater 
Syria’s Jews were ambivalent about Zionism and feared the backlash that might come if 
they voiced support for the establishment of a Jewish national home in Palestine. With 
this being the case, many Jewish leaders were poised to tell the King-Crane Commission 
that they were indifferent to Zionism. Ultimately, however, the region’s urban Jewish elite 
professed support for Zionism to the Americans and these decisions were made partly 
as a result of the Zionist Commission’s labored but successful campaign to obtain such 
testimony. The Zionist Commission, having been established in March 1918 in order 
to advise the British government on the implementation of the Balfour Declaration,2 
also waged a small and mostly fruitless campaign to obtain pro-Zionist testimony from 
non-Jewish groups. Their minimal success in this endeavor, when compared with their 
success in obtaining pro-Zionist testimony from Jews, illustrates the rift that the issue 
of Zionism was causing in the region. Generally speaking, the leaders of Greater Syria’s 
communities were forced to make measured and fateful political choices in front of the 
King-Crane Commission which altered the social fabric of the region. The new, post-
Ottoman division of the region’s communities had begun, and this article provides a 
window into this process by examining the Zionist Commission’s role in the creation of 
the new communal landscape during the summer of 1919.3

The Political Setting in the Region

In 1919, many inhabitants of Greater Syria were optimistic about their political situation 
but they also realized that there were powers larger than themselves hoping to gain from 
the post-war division of Ottoman lands. The British occupied much of the region and 
the French had a divisive presence on the Lebanese coast. Amir Faysal, a leader of the 
Arab Revolt, may have been accepted by most people at the Paris Peace Conference 
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as the de facto spokesman for Greater Syria, but he was viewed with skepticism by 
many of the region’s elites for a number of understandable reasons: he was not from 
Greater Syria, had been installed as leader by force of British arms, was largely funded 
by the British government, and had an inner circle of advisers whose members were 
composed mainly of “young, transnational elites,” many of whom had little connection 
to Syria.4 The notables of the region were somewhat annoyed by this and remained cool 
to Faysal. In addition, Faysal was far more amenable to having a mandatory power with 
substantial control over Syria than were the majority of politically active people in the 
UHJLRQ��+H�HYHQ�KDG�GLI¿FXOW\�DFKLHYLQJ�DQ\�VRUW�RI�FRQVHQVXV�DPRQJ�WKH�PHPEHUV�RI�
“al-Fatat” (the “secret society” of nationalists Faysal had joined during the war), who 
remained deeply divided between asking for independence, a British mandate, or an 
American mandate.5

7KH�=LRQLVWV�ZHUH�DOVR�LQ�D�GLI¿FXOW�VLWXDWLRQ�SDUWO\�EHFDXVH�QXPHURXV�ORFDO�JURXSV�
had already been formed with the intent of stopping Jewish immigration to Palestine. 
One set of these groups were the Muslim-Christian Associations. Formed in late 1918 
in the major cities of Palestine, these associations were generally comprised of wealthy 
and established notables who presented a united front in opposition to Zionism, though 
internally they often did not agree on other aspects of the region’s political future. Other 
regional groups, such as al-Nadi al-‘Arabi (the Arab Club) and al-Muntada al-Adabi 
(the Literary Club), were generally composed of “the young Arab intelligentsia” and 
were similarly anti-Zionist, though they too were often not in total agreement about 
what to request beyond the cessation of Zionism.6 Despite their internal differences, 
opposition to Zionism provided these groups with a central organizing principle and this 
opposition was voiced emphatically to the King-Crane Commission.

Despite being taken aback when it was announced that the King-Crane Commission 
was actually going to happen, the Zionists were well-prepared for its visit. As the 
commission arrived in the region, the local Zionists received instructions from their 
European and American leaders. American Zionist and future Supreme Court Justice 
Felix Frankfurter, for example, cabled from Paris on 13 June that the Zionists should 
“make [a] full presentation of [the] achievements [of the Zionist] colonist[s] despite 
7XUNLVK� UXOH� DQG� DOPRVW� LQVXUPRXQWDEOH� GLI¿FXOWLHV´�� )XUWKHUPRUH�� KH� VWDWHG� WKDW�
their claim should not be judged “merely by numbers in Palestine” but was instead a 
“historical claim” which “rested on [the] ardent desires [of] millions [of[ Jews” who 
ZHUH� ³UHDG\� WR� UHWXUQ� IURP� GLVSHUVLRQ� DW� WKH� ¿UVW� RSSRUWXQLW\�´7 Chaim Weizmann 
repeated these arguments in a (rather belated) 21 June cable and added that the 
local Zionist Commission should “Inform them [the King-Crane Commission] [of] 
our cooperation with Feysal and our desire to work harmoniously with [the] Arab 
population for [the] good of Palestine.”8 The Zionists in Palestine, however, required 
few instructions along these lines. They knew that their job was to get the commission 
to endorse Zionism and also knew that they had to accomplish two things in order 
for this to be a possibility: get all of the local Jews to back Zionism in front of the 
commission and try to minimize or undermine the expected anti-Zionist testimony (a 
challenging task by the summer of 1919).
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By the summer of 1919, the Zionist Commission seemed to have accepted that they 
ZRXOG� OLNHO\� KDYH�GLI¿FXOW\� FRQYLQFLQJ� DQ\�JURXSV� RWKHU� WKDQ� -HZV� WR� VXSSRUW� WKHLU�
cause mainly because of growing anti-Zionism among Muslims and Christians. Because 
of this, they mainly focused on convincing the Jewish communities of Palestine to 
express support for Zionism. They also realized that they needed to pay close attention 
to the political space of Greater Syria, thus the Zionists decided that they would send 
their agents to the towns on the itinerary of the King-Crane Commission a few days 
before they arrived in hopes of convincing the Jews throughout Greater Syria to support 
Zionism. The divisions within the Jewish population of Greater Syria set the Zionists 
the complicated task of trying to convince all of these communities to support their 
cause, with many different communities and leaders having different agendas. It was the 
“Arabized Jews” both in and beyond Palestine, having (in the words of scholar Moshe 
Behar) “practically a zero role in the formation of Zionism” and being “profoundly non-
separatist, non-irredentist, non-political, non-national and certainly non-Zionist,” who 
worried the Zionist Commission most.9 This push by the Zionist Commission was also 
DQ�HDUO\�VWDJH�RI�WKHLU�JHQHUDOO\�VXFFHVVIXO�DWWHPSW�WR�FRQÀDWH�-XGDLVP�ZLWK�=LRQLVP�
in front of the King-Crane Commission.10 The Zionists, then, were attempting to make 
support for Zionism part of the regional (and global) Jewish identity. Yet the further they 
JRW�IURP�-HUXVDOHP��WKH�PRUH�GLI¿FXOW�LW�ZDV�WR�JHW�-HZLVK�OHDGHUV�WR�VXSSRUW�=LRQLVP�

The Jewish Communities of Palestine

The King-Crane Commission landed in Jaffa in June of 1919 and the tension in 
Palestine was immediately manifest. This was illustrated by an incident within the Jaffa 
Municipal Council. The council had been invited to speak before the commission, but 
its president neglected to notify its Jewish members that this was to occur. The Jewish 
council members, who had only heard about the council’s testimony after it was given, 
protested to the council president and received the following explanation (according 
to a report by the Zionist Commission): “the President [of the municipal council] 
explained that he did not notify the Jewish members for the reason that he knew that 
the Moslems wanted to protest against Zionism, and he felt it might be uncomfortable 
for the Jewish members to be present.” Despite this rather partisan incident, the Jewish 
community in Jaffa did have the chance to air their pro-Zionist views to the King-
&UDQH�&RPPLVVLRQ� DQG�ZDV� UHSRUWHGO\� ³TXLWH� VDWLV¿HG�ZLWK� WKH� KHDULQJ�ZKLFK� WKH\�
obtained.”11 In Jerusalem, the Zionists faced more pronounced opposition. According 
to a Zionist agent, there was a string of meetings on 13 and 14 June at the homes of 
prominent Jerusalem Muslims (like Kamil al-Husayni, the Mufti of Jerusalem). In these 
meetings, there were contentious discussions among the region’s Muslim elite about 
which “demands” they should “hand over to the commission.” Although there was 
VLJQL¿FDQW�GLVDJUHHPHQW�RYHU�WKHVH�³GHPDQGV�´�WKH�=LRQLVW�DJHQW��ZKR�FODLPHG�WR�KDYH�
knowledge of the meeting’s proceedings) noted that the only non-controversial matter 
discussed was the “request against Jewish immigration”.12
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While it appeared there was little the Zionist Commission could do to convince 
Jerusalem’s non-Jewish populations to support Zionism, their lobbying efforts among the 
local Jewish groups appear to have been more effective. Every Jewish leader interviewed 
by the King-Crane Commission supported Zionism. This surprised commission member 
William Yale, who claimed to have witnessed anti-Zionist sentiment among Jewish 
groups in his time living in Jerusalem before and during World War I. Yale, who was 
organizing the delegations the American commission would hear in Jerusalem, even 
sought the testimony of Jews whom he believed to be anti-Zionist. One particular choice 
Yale made that angered the Zionist Commission was to have Haham Bashi (Chief 
Rabbi of Jerusalem) Nissim Danon speak before the Americans, apparently because 
they thought he would give anti-Zionist testimony. In protest, the Zionists claimed that 
Danon had been a Turkish appointment and represented no one.13 Despite these protests, 
Danon spoke to the King-Crane Commission and seemed to surprise both Yale and 
the Zionists by endorsing the Zionist project.14 Annoyed by Yale’s behaviour, Zionist 
leader Harry Friedenwald protested to his superiors in Paris, claiming that Yale (who 
ZDV�DFWXDOO\�D�VXSSRUWHU�RI�=LRQLVP�DW�WKLV�SRLQW��KDG�³DFWHG�ZLWK�GH¿QLWH�SODQV�WR�LQMXUH�
us before the Commission.” Despite this, Friedenwald proudly reported that among the 
“Jewish deputations heard,” there was “practical unanimity in their demands, and not 
a single discordant note from any of the parties.” Friedenwald further stated that this 
was the result of the “excellent labors” of certain members of the Zionist Commission.15 
Another member of the King-Crane Commission, Albert Lybyer, asked the Spaffords of 
the American Colony in Jerusalem about the disappearance of anti-Zionism among the 
Jews. The Spaffords replied to him that the “Jerusalem Jews [were] now all for Zionism 
– much money spent.”16

Later in their time in Palestine, the King-Crane Commission faced large crowds in 
Nazareth and the tension was high. The following is a description of Nazareth during 
the commission’s visit, as reported by a Zionist delegate, and it illustrates the major 
political moment spawned by the commission:

We went to Nazareth at night. The road was full of riders for the American 
commission; some faces looked friendly when we met, most of them 
showed open hatred or at least some embarrassment in our presence. We 
found Nazareth full of delegates. […] The Nazareth Christian population, 
or at least the poor, greeted us Jews very heartily in the streets and shops; 
reproaches were addressed us for not settling there: the city is in despair, 
“Should the Jews not come to revive its business, they [the Christians] will 
have to emigrate to Jerusalem, where a living can be made.”17

Despite moments like this, calls for “No Jewish Homeland and no Jewish immigration” 
remained the norm among Nazareth’s population.18 In Tiberias, Zionist operatives ran 
into dissent among the Jewish population, having found a “French Jewish subject” who 
“claimed to be representative of some hundred French subjects” and was “considering” 
asking the King-Crane Commission for a French mandate. They were able to change his 
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mind “after an explanation of the situation” and, on 23 June, this group gave the standard 
testimony suggested by the Zionist Commission.19 As the King-Crane Commission left 
Palestine, they were under the impression that the Jewish communities were uniformly 
for Zionism. The Zionist Commission had successfully advocated for their cause among 
WKH� -HZLVK� FRPPXQLWLHV� RI� 3DOHVWLQH�� EXW� WKH\� KDG� PRUH� GLI¿FXOW\� ZLWK� WKH� -HZLVK�
groups to the north.

Zionist Commission Agitation  

DPRQJ�WKH�1RQ�-HZLVK�*URXSV�RI�3DOHVWLQH

7KH�=LRQLVW�&RPPLVVLRQ�DOVR�DWWHPSWHG�WR�LQÀXHQFH�VHYHUDO�JURXSV�RI�$UDEV�LQ�RUGHU�
to bolster their case in front of the King-Crane Commission. One Zionist agent (likely 
agronomist Chaim Kalvarisky who had lived in Palestine since 1895) personally tried 
“to make [a] real split and create a separation between the town people and the peasants 
(Fellahins)” around Jerusalem by showing the fellahin that “their interests were opposed 
to those of the town people.” He succeeded, through “arguments and persuasion with 
a little material means,” in getting several groups to either not mention Zionism in 
their testimony to the commission or at least state that the chosen mandatory power 
FRXOG�PDNH�WKH�¿QDO�GHFLVLRQ�DERXW�-HZLVK�LPPLJUDWLRQ��7KLV�DJHQW�DOVR�ZDV�DEOH�WR�
cause confusion at Jaffa and Jerusalem because he convinced various fellahin to protest 
to the commission that notables claiming to speak for their village actually did not.20 
Another agent, who signed his documents “Reliable Informant,” reported in an undated 
dispatch from Ramallah that an ally of Faysal’s had arrived in the city in order to spread 
his recommended demands, organize elections for the Syrian Congress, and “obtain 
YROXQWHHUV�IRU�WKH�6KHUL¿DQ�DUP\�´�7KH�DJHQW�VXJJHVWHG�WKDW�³DQ�DJLWDWLRQ´�DJDLQVW�WKHVH�
projects “can be carried on by my friends among the villagers,” though no report of any 
actual agitation followed.21

The Zionists did have some success in obtaining pro-Zionist petitions from several 
non-Jewish leaders. One such petition, from the mukhtar (leader) of a small village 
near Haifa (though possibly written by a Zionist agent), stated that “we declare that 
there is no reason to forbid to the Jews the immigration into Palestine, especially if we 
WDNH�LQWR�FRQVLGHUDWLRQ�WKH�EHQH¿WV�WKH�DUW�RI�DJULFXOWXUH�DQG�RXU�HVWDWHV�ZLOO�GUDZ�IURP�
their presence.”22 Another “Sheikh” from the village of Qatra (“Katrah”) wrote to the 
Commission that they had “learned from the colonists of the Jewish Katrah many things 
which improved our life, economically, personally and socially,” though the petition did 
QRW�VSHFL¿FDOO\�PHQWLRQ�VXSSRUW�IRU�-HZLVK�LPPLJUDWLRQ�23 Although no evidence exists 
about the decision-making processes of these men, it is likely that they chose to dissent 
from the prevailing political project of their neighbors in Palestine (independence/unity/
anti-Zionism) because local conditions, in these two cases, appear to have trumped all 
RWKHU� FRQVLGHUDWLRQV��0RUH� VSHFL¿FDOO\�� WKH�=LRQLVW� FRORQLHV� DLGHG� WKH� HFRQRPLHV� RI�
WKHLU� UHVSHFWLYH� FRPPXQLWLHV� DQG� WKH\�ZHUH� OLNHO\� DIUDLG� RI� ORVLQJ� WKHVH� EHQH¿WV�� ,W�
is also possible that the Zionist agent was able to obtain this testimony with the use 
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of “material means,” which likely meant bribery of some kind. The critical nature of 
the choices made by these two community leaders was emphasized by articles in the 
Damascus press which chastised Arabs who had supported Zionism by claiming “The 
curse of God and the Arab people fell upon the heads of these men, – betrayers of their 
people and their birthplace.”24

7KH�-HZLVK�&RPPXQLWLHV�RI�*UHDWHU�6\ULD

Beyond Palestine, the Zionist Commission’s attempt to obtain pro-Zionist testimony 
IURP� WKH� UHJLRQ¶V� -HZV� ZDV� GLI¿FXOW� DQG� WKH� DJHQW� VHQW� DKHDG� RI� WKH� .LQJ�&UDQH�
Commission (Abraham Elmaleh, a Sephardi journalist and educator from Jerusalem) 
ran into trouble in numerous other parts of Greater Syria. In Damascus, the Zionists 
again tried to ensure that the testimony of the local Jews was in line with their goals. 
The Damascene Jews were nervous about their testimony before the commission, 
stating that they “fear the Arabs in whose midst they dwell” but also that “their love for 
Palestine and their brethren obviously will not allow them to oppose the aspirations of 
Zionists.” Elmaleh, despite having little respect for this group of Jews (remarking that 
they “by nature are not great men”) understood that they were “between a hammer and 
an anvil” in their situation. He noted that one of the leaders of the Jewish community 
suggested that they needed to keep their safety in mind and tell the commission that “the 
question of Palestine does not affect them.” This alarmed Elmaleh and he engaged in an 
ultimately successful struggle to convince them that giving pro-Zionist responses was 
the only way to “answer the Commission as true Jews,” though he gave no details of this 
discussion. His job was made easier when a member of the King-Crane Commission 
(likely William Yale) arrived and guaranteed the Damascus Jews that their answers to 
the commission would be “held in complete secrecy.” The Damascus Jewish delegation 
endorsed Zionism, and the triumphant Elmaleh continued to Beirut in order to galvanize 
Jewish opinion before the commission arrived there.25

Beirut presented another challenging task to Elmaleh. He arrived in the city a few 
GD\V� EHIRUH� WKH� FRPPLVVLRQ� DQG�¿UVW�ZHQW� WR� VHH�=LRQLVW� V\PSDWKL]HU� -RVHSK�)DUKL��
WKH�LQÀXHQWLDO�EXVLQHVVPDQ�ZKR�ZDV�YLFH�SUHVLGHQW�RI�WKH�-HZLVK�³FRPPXQDO�FRXQFLO´�
(“Vaad Ha’ir”). Elmaleh then went with Farhi to see Selim Dana, “Chief Director 
RI� WKH�)UHQFK�%DQN�RI�6\ULD�´�ZKRP�KH�EHOLHYHG� WR�EH� WKH�PRVW� LQÀXHQWLDO�PHPEHU�
of the Jewish community, stating “his words receive attention everywhere and his 
opinion is accepted on every question.” Much to Elmaleh’s dismay, Dana demurred 
on Zionism. “His views on the National Movement,” noted Elmaleh, “are those of an 
assimilationist,” with Dana further stating that he believed there to be “nothing between 
the Jews of Palestine and Syria.” A “long discussion of 2 hours in duration” ensued 
(again Elmaleh did not detail the issues discussed) and Dana was eventually convinced 
to “sign any memorandum that we [the Zionists] desire on the question of Palestine 
and to present it to the American Commission on the condition that the question of 
choice of the Protecting Power be left open.” After this, Elmaleh met Beirut’s Vaad 
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Ha’ir and was able to convince them to allow him and Joseph Farhi to craft the pro-
Zionist “memorandum” that they would present to the King-Crane Commission, though 
the Council insisted on asking for France as the mandatory power for Lebanon.26

In Aleppo, Elmaleh observed that the Jews in the city were more “keenly watched” 
by the “Moslem Arabs” than their more anonymous counterparts in the other cities. 
Indeed, local policemen had “visited the houses of the Jews forcing them to sign their 
consent to all decisions of the Syrian Congress,” by which he meant the Damascus 
Program.27 Despite their apprehensions, Elmaleh was able to organize a gathering of 
Aleppo’s Jewish “notables” to whom he “fully related all the happenings” in Greater 
Syria thus far and “requested them to unite with their brethren so that the American 
Commission should gain the impression that on the question of Palestine there was no 
division of opinion among scattered Jewry.” Elmaleh was pleased when “his words were 
favourably received,” stating that “assimilation had not entered the Aleppo Community 
as for instance at Beirut.” Aleppo’s Jewish leaders decided to support Zionism and leave 
the question of the mandatory power for Syria “to the League of Nations.” Elmaleh’s 
apparent victory took a dramatic turn when the forces in the city agitating for the 
Damascus Program somehow learned of the testimony that was to be given by the Jews 
and “warned” the leaders of the Jewish community “that as a result of such a statement 
to the Commission they would be in danger.” This “made the Jews afraid,” according to 
Elmaleh, and a second meeting was held in which they decided to adhere more closely 
to the Damascus Program on the question of mandates but still to “utterly oppose” the 
Damascus Program “in relation to Palestine.” Elmaleh and two others were appointed 
WR�ZULWH�WKH�RI¿FLDO�PHPRUDQGXP�WR�WKH�FRPPLVVLRQ�28

Abraham Elmaleh almost singlehandedly carried the Zionist cause to the often 
skeptical Jews in the larger cities of Greater Syria and proved adept at this job. In his 
words, “all the Jews without any distinction, even those who appear to be assimilationists, 
are united with us in our demands, and are ready at all times to declare this.” Though this 
may have been an overstatement, his accomplishment was impressive. His assessment 
of the state of opinion among the non-Jews, however, would not have been encouraging 
to the Zionists: “All the Arabs in Syria under the government of the Sheriff [sic] are 
opposed to the Zionists, to Jewish immigration and to a National Home for the people 
of Israel in the land of Israel.”29 The re-organization of allegiances (Muslim/Christian 
versus Jew/Zionist) based mainly on this one politically charged issue appeared to be 
fairly far along at this point.

Conclusion

As is often correctly asserted, the Middle East was reborn in the wake of World War I. 
Although the geopolitical aspect of this contention is fairly well studied, it is necessary 
to further investigate the local and communal processes by which people ethnically 
“unmixed” and repositioned themselves in the post-war Ottoman lands in order to truly 
understand the ways in which this rebirth impacted the lives of the region’s people.30 It 
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is clear that longstanding communal identities were being rapidly transformed in post-
Ottoman Greater Syria. The coming of the King-Crane Commission created a major 
political moment in Greater Syria and the consequences of this moment were different 
for the different communal groups involved. Broadly speaking, the arrival of the King-
Crane Commission pushed the Muslims and Christians closer together and helped to 
make them “Arabs.”

The Zionists immediately recognized that both the King-Crane Commission and the 
opening of Greater Syria as a political space threatened their project. Because of this, they 
worked assiduously to help ensure the creation of a British-controlled Palestine under 
ZKLFK�=LRQLVP�FRXOG�ÀRXULVK��0DQ\�RI�*UHDWHU�6\ULD¶V�-HZV��HVSHFLDOO\�WKH�$UDEL]HG�-HZV�
who had lived in the region for a long while) were making a “critical” choice in deciding 
to support Zionism. Having been essentially asked to choose between their neighbors and 
their co-religionists, they largely chose the latter. Even though their testimony was usually 
kept secret (though versions of it were somehow leaked to the press in certain instances), 
the Jews of the region risked shattering longstanding communal relationships by siding 
with Zionism. It is clear that things could have been different for the Jewish communities 
of Greater Syria. If the Zionist Commission had not chosen to engage the region’s Jewish 
communities, it appears that at least some leaders from these communities would have 
given more ambivalent testimony about Zionism before the King-Crane Commission. The 
IDFW�WKDW�VRPH�RI�WKHVH�OHDGHUV�ZHUH�ZLOOLQJ�WR�JLYH�TXDOL¿HG�HQGRUVHPHQWV�RI�=LRQLVP�
only in secret before the King-Crane Commission indicates that although they may have 
sympathized with Zionism, they did not want the controversy associated with Zionism 
to harm their local Jewish community. Zionism, in some of their minds, appeared to be 
a movement outside of, and indeed represented something of a threat to, their communal 
existence. Giving pro-Zionist testimony had less to do with being a “true Jew” in 
their minds (to use Elmaleh’s term), and more to do with not wanting to “oppose the 
aspirations” of their Zionist “brethren” (to borrow the words of the Damascene Jews). It 
seems that in giving pro-Zionist testimony, they did not see themselves as Zionists at this 
point. It is also important to note that Elmaleh did not mention having to confront any 
Jews who were ideologically opposed to Zionism during his journey, which is something 
he likely would have mentioned in his rather frank report about his time in Greater Syria 
to the Zionist leaders in Jerusalem. Ultimately, the Zionist Commission’s successful 
intervention did seem to move the Jewish communities with which it negotiated towards 
a more pro-Zionist stance than they would otherwise have taken and they convinced the 
King-Crane Commission that the Jews of Greater Syria were “unanimously in favor of 
the Zionistic scheme.”31 Without this intervention, the dynamics within Greater Syria’s 
Jewish communities may well have developed differently.

The summer of 1919 was a fateful moment in the history of Greater Syria. With 
new political realities coming into being, the population of the region was forced to 
make choices of individual and collective communal identity. In general, the visit of 
the King-Crane Commission was a political moment that hastened a broad communal 
UHDOLJQPHQW�LQ�*UHDWHU�6\ULD�DQG�VLJQL¿FDQWO\�GHFUHDVHG�WKH�OLNHOLKRRG�RI�SHDFHIXO�FR�
existence between the Jews and the other populations of the region.
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